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 Abstract—This paper presents an investigation of the 
effectiveness of current video quality measurement metrics in 
measuring variations in perceptual video quality of pre-processed 
video. The results show that full-reference video quality metrics 
are not effective in detecting variations in perceptual video 
quality. However, no reference metrics show better performance 
when compared to full reference metrics, particularly, 
Naturalness Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE) is notably better at 
detecting perceptual quality variations. 
Index Terms— Objective metric, video, quality, pre-processing, 
perceptual 
I. INTRODUCTION  
Perceptual quality optimization algorithms are developed to 
improve the perceptual video quality of the compressed video. 
A number of perceptual video quality optimization algorithms 
employ low-pass pre-processing filters to achieve bandwidth-
quality improvements [1-5]. In [1], the authors present an 
adaptive edge-preserving smoothing and detail enhancement 
pre-processing filter for perceptual optimization. The results 
are presented as subjective MOS scores as well as PSNR. 
However, the results showed that the PSNR results presented 
do not always correlate with the subjective quality variation. In   
[2] a pre-processing filter is used to remove spurious noise and 
insignificant features in video frames. The results indicate 
improvements in PSNR. In the research by Mancuso and 
Antonio Borneo [3], the filtering intensity is adjusted according 
to the amount of noise present in the video sequence to 
generate perceptually optimized videos. The PSNR is used as 
the metric to show that their non linear filters achieve higher 
quality videos. Similarly in [4] and [5] the quality improvement 
is presented as gains in PSNR and using visual evidence of 
video frames to highlight the reduction of artefacts. The 
authors of [6] have used variable Gaussian pre-processing 
filters which are controlled by a quality map which is used to 
indicate the distance to the region of interest. They have used 
PSNR as the objective video quality metric to show that by 
using a variable number of Gaussian filters there is an 
improvement in the perceptual quality. However, actual 
subjective quality results were not presented. In [7], a bilateral 
filter is dynamically configured depending on the traffic 
condition of the underlying network. The authors interpret that 
the filtered surgical video is visually equivalent to non-filtered 
surgical video for a telesurgery based application with PSNR 
improvements in regions of interest. De-Frutos-Lopez and his 
co-authors [8] proposed texture and motion adaptive filtering in 
which the bilateral filter parameters are estimated based on the 
motion and texture of the video. PSNR and visual comparisons 
are used to demonstrate the performance of the algorithm. 
A major challenge in developing such pre-processing 
algorithms is the lack of accurate and repeatable video quality 
measurement metrics that can be used in video pre-processing 
applications. Typically, when video frames are pre-processed, 
the change in pixel values (compared to the original) are 
significant compared to the actual perceptual quality variations. 
Therefore, video quality metrics tend to produce inaccurate 
measurements. Some of the previous research demonstrates 
improved perceptual video quality vs. bandwidth performance 
of the developed algorithms using subjective quality 
evaluations [1]. Subjective video quality assessment (VQA) is 
an ideal way to validate the developed algorithms. However, its 
limitations in terms of complexity, time and cost have resulted 
in some of the visual redundancy based quality optimization 
algorithms employing objective error based quality 
measurements such as PSNR to evaluate perceptual quality. 
PSNR generally provides a degree of correlation with the 
actual perceptual video quality [9]. Therefore, use of error 
based measurements, at least at the development stage, is 
perceived to be justified, given the practical limitations of 
subjective video quality testing procedures. Currently there is 
no evidence to determine the suitability of PSNR or other full 
reference or no-reference perceptual quality metrics for 
measurement of perceptual video quality variations induced by 
pre-processing. The  objective of this work is to investigate the 
effectiveness of PSNR and a number of state-of-the-art full 
reference objective video quality metrics, namely, Structural 
Similarity Index (SSIM) [10], Multi-Scale Structural Similarity 
Index (MS-SSIM) [11], Video Quality Metric (VQM) [12]  and 
no reference video quality metrics Blind/Reference less Image 
Spatial QUality Evaluator (BRISQUE) [13], Blind Image 
Quality Index (BIQI) [14], Naturalness Image Quality 
Evaluator (NIQE) [15] and No reference metric for JPEG 2000 
[16] in measuring the perceptual quality of pre-processed 
videos. In this work, we have used a low-pass Gaussian pre-
processing filter at varying filter strengths. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The experiments are carried out using five different 
Common Intermediate Format (CIF) resolution video 
sequences. These video sequences are Coastguard, Soccer, Hall 
monitor, Crew and Mother-daughter. Screenshots of the video 
sequences are shown in Fig.1. These video sequences are 
widely used in video coding research community during the 
development of perceptual quality optimization algorithms. 
  
                   Soccer                          Motherdaughter                  Hallmonitor                             Crew                              Coastguard 
                         
                                                                         Fig.1. Screen shots of the test video sequences
A Gaussian pre-processing filter (kernel size of 3x3) is applied 
to these video sequences at standard deviations σ = 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 
and 1.0 resulting in four different versions of each video 
sequence. Both the original video sequence and the filtered 
versions are encoded using High Efficiency Video Coding 
reference encoder, HEVC 4.0 [17] at four different 
quantization values (16, 24, 32, 40) resulting in four encoded 
rate-quality points per each version of the sequence. These rate 
quality points are chosen in such a way so that the 
effectiveness of the metrics in detecting the variations in 
perceptual quality can be studied at both low and high bitrates. 
This results in total of 100 video sequences. The subjective 
quality methods recommended by International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) [18, 19] are the most widely 
adopted video quality evaluation strategies. The subjective 
quality of these videos is evaluated using Absolute Category 
Method (ACM) because of its ability to obtain repeatable 
results during the subjective evaluation [20-22]. These tests are 
carried out in a standard test environment with 60 non-expert 
viewers so that each of these 100 sequences is subjectively 
rated by 10 non-expert viewers. The sequences are presented 
one at a time with an interval of less than 10sec duration for 
voting time. Precautions are taken to avoid random votes from 
incoherent observers. Each viewer used an extended 11-point 
quality rating scale (from Bad to Excellent) to rate the quality 
of video sequences. An eleven point rating scale gives higher 
discriminative power that is needed to identify subtle 
differences in perceptual video quality. Subjective results 
gathered from subjective quality tests are used as a benchmark 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the metrics chosen for the 
investigation. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 2 shows the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) values 
from the actual subjective tests against the bit rate for all 
encoded versions of the Crew sequence. It can be observed that 
the Gaussian filter with σ = 0.3 produces higher perceptual 
quality vs. bitrate performance. All other blur levels (standard 
deviations) generally produce a rate-perceptual quality loss. In 
Fig.3 the percentage subjective gain/loss is plotted against 
bitrate at σ =0.3 for all tested video sequences.  The graph 
reveals that almost all the sequences when pre-processed with 
standard deviation equal to 0.3 achieve higher perceptual 
quality than the original video sequence (with an exception for 
soccer sequence at lower bitrates). Note that the actual 
percentage values are not directly comparable between 
different metrics due to their unique non-linear algorithms. 
These subjective results from all the video sequences serve as 
the benchmark for comparison with the chosen full/no 
reference metrics to determine the metric that best correlates 
with subjective perception.  Figure 4 show the PSNR vs. 
Bitrate plots (PSNR calculated with the original video as the 
reference) for the same Crew video sequence. It is evident that 
PSNR is steadily decreasing with the increase in standard 
deviation. Therefore, PSNR does not show the gain in 
subjective quality that was observed at σ = 0.3. This 
corresponds to the induced variation in pixel values by the 
Gaussian filter (i.e. higher filter strength leads to lower PSNR). 
In Fig.5, the percentage PSNR gain/loss at σ = 0.3 for all the 
sequences is plotted. Across all the tested video sequences 
PSNR shows a perceptual loss. This behaviour was observed 
for all the other full-reference metrics (not shown here because 
of lack of space). This is because, in full reference metrics 
(perceptual or PSNR), changes in pixel values have a 
significant influence on the measured quality. This makes them 
particularly unsuitable for pre-processing based applications. 
Table 1 shows the quality results in an abbreviated format for 
all tested full reference quality metrics for σ = 0.3 and σ = 0.8. 
The second column indicates whether subjective results 
showed a gain or a loss in quality. The X or √ under each 
metric indicates whether that particular metric was able to 
correctly detect the actual gain or loss. 
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                                                                                        TABLE 1. FULL REFERENCE METRICS 
 
Video Sequence 
Subjective quality PSNR SSIM MS-SSIM VQM 
0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 
Mother-daughter gain loss X  X  X  X  
Soccer gain loss X  X  X  X  
Hall monitor gain loss X  X  X  X  
Crew gain loss X  X  X  X  




                                                                                            TABLE  2. NO REFERENCE METRICS 
Video Sequence 
Subjective quality BRISQUE BIQI NIQE NR FOR JPEG 2000 
0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 
Mother-daughter gain loss X  Partial detection X   X  
Soccer gain loss X  Partial detection    X  
Hall monitor gain loss X  X X   X  
Crew gain loss   X    X  




     In contrast with the full-reference metrics, no-reference 
video quality metrics apart from NR for JPEG 2000 have 
shown more promising detection ability. This is because no 
reference metrics estimate the quality of the video based on 
the local statistics of the video frames rather than depending 
on the pixel differences to judge the perceived quality. Their 
quality detection performance at σ = 0.3 and σ = 0.8 across the 
chosen video sequences can be seen in Table 2. BRISQUE 
detected a gain in perceptual quality for Crew and Coastguard 
sequences. BIQI showed partial gains for Soccer and Mother-
daughter, and a clear gain for Coastguard sequence similar to 
subjective quality results. However, BIQI failed to detect the 
perceptual gain in Hall monitor, crew and the perceptual loss 
in Hall monitor and mother daughter at σ = 0.8. Similarly 
BRISQUE failed to detect perceptual gain in Mother-daughter, 
Soccer and Hall monitor and the perceptual loss in coastguard. 
However, NIQE effectively detected perceptual quality 
variations at both standard deviations σ = 0.3 and σ = 0.8 in all 
the video sequences except in coastguard sequence. Its 
detection performance at σ = 0.3 is shown in Figure 6.  It can 
be inferred from Fig.6 that NIQE detects the perceptual gain 
that is shown by subjective results in four out of five tested 
video sequences except for coastguard video. Therefore, 
NIQE shows better detection ability compared to all other 
objective video quality measurement metrics. Moreover, 
NIQE apart from contradicting with actual subjective quality 
in coastguard sequence, its quality detection is not similar to 
subjective quality at all the bit-rates even in the case of 
sequences in which it detected the perceptual variations. 
Therefore, NIQE should be further improved to detect quality 
variations accurately when videos are pre-processed. 
. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
     The investigation shows that the full reference metrics 
(PSNR, SSIM, MS-SSIM, VQM) do not effectively identify 
the changes in perceptual quality when videos are pre-
processed. However, no reference metrics (BRISQUE, BIQI, 
NR FOR JPEG 2000, and NIQE) show better performance 
when compared to full reference metrics particularly, 
Naturalness Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE) is notably better 
at detecting perceptual quality. Therefore further research has 
to be carried out to improve the performance of Naturalness 
Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE), so that it can be used in 
place of subjective quality testing during the development of 
perceptual quality optimization algorithms. Furthermore, this 
investigation indicates that judging the quality based on the 
local statistics of video frames (no-reference) is an appropriate 
option when compared to determining the quality based on 
pixel differences (full-reference) when videos are pre-
processed. 
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